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BIOGRAPHIES OF PARTICIPANTS 

Peter Andrée experienced a circuitous educational journey from the natural sciences, through 
philosophy and community development, to environmental studies, geography, and now 
political science. Prior to arriving at Carleton University, he was based in the School of 
Geography and Environmental Sciences at Monash University in Melbourne, undertaking post-
doctoral research on rural and food system sustainability in Australia. He completed his PhD at 
York University’s Faculty of Environmental Studies in 2004. Peter’s teaching and research is 
focused on international and Canadian environmental politics, as well as the political economy 
and political ecology of agriculture and the food system. His first book, on the global politics of 
regulating genetically-modified crops and foods, was published by University of British 
Columbia Press in May 2007. 

Nadine Bachand is the Project Coordinator for Collective Choices in Agriculture and Pesticides 
at Équiterre. A profound concern for the protection of the environment and social justice has 
driven Nadine to work with various environmental organizations over the past fifteen years. 
She is particularly dedicated to current food system issues and has worked on awareness 
campaigns regarding environmental, health, social and food security impacts of GMOs. After a 
few years of research in plant ecology, Nadine completed a Master’s degree in Environmental 
Sciences in which she focused on the use of pesticides in urban contexts. Nadine has been at 
Équiterre for five years. She started with the communications team and subsequently moved 
on to projects concerning the development of farms and institutions. After working on the 
greening of the paper industry for two years at an organization called Canopy, Nadine has 
returned to her original passion and is now engaged in work on collective choices in agriculture 
at Équiterre. She recently left her downtown Montreal life to reside in an Eastern Townships’ 
ecodevelopment community.  
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Lauren Baker is currently the Coordinator for the Toronto Food Policy Council, and formerly the 
Director of Sustain Ontario: The Alliance for Healthy Food and Farming. She has a PhD from 
York University. In addition to being a certificate course instructor and lecturer at the University 
of Toronto, she is a food researcher and activist with over ten years of experience. Lauren’s 
areas of focus include: farmers’ markets and building local food economies, implementing 
sustainable biodiverse agriculture projects and addressing food policy issues. From 1997-2003, 
Lauren worked at FoodShare as the founding urban agriculture program coordinator. 
 
Patricia Ballamingie is an Assistant Professor, cross-appointed to the Department of Geography 
and Environmental Studies and the Institute of Political Economy, Carleton University in 
Ottawa, Canada. Situated conceptually within the field of critical political ecology, her research 
interests include environmental conflict and democracy, engaged scholarship, sustainable 
community and urban agriculture. Drawing on a broad range of experiences in the public, 
private and non-profit sectors, Patricia is committed to research that serves a broader agenda 
of sustainability and social justice. She is an avid gardener who cannot wait to start seedlings in 
her front window. She will present findings from a field trip to Cuba made during her recent 
sabbatical.   
 
Alison Blay-Palmer is an Assistant Professor at Wilfrid Laurier University where she does 
research on alternative food systems and sustainable economic development. She has over a 
decade of research experience related to sustainable food systems. While her early research 
focused on innovation and policy in sustainable food systems, more recent work uses the 
broader lens of food systems as a vehicle for building healthy communities. Her book, ‘Food 
fears: From industrial to sustainable food systems’, was published by Ashgate Press in May 
2008. Her most recent journal papers are published in Economic Geography, Environment and 
Planning A and C, as well as the Canadian Journal of Regional Science. Alison is a former Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council Postdoctoral Fellow, and has received awards for 
teaching and faculty activism. 

Chantal Blouin is Associate Director of the Centre for Trade Policy and Law (CTPL), and Co-
director of the Health and Foreign Policy Initiative at the Norman Paterson School of 
International Affairs, Carleton University. Her areas of expertise include development and 
global health. Before joining CTPL in 2007, Chantal was Senior Researcher, Trade and 
Development at The North-South Institute in Ottawa. She held a senior fellowship at the 
Canadian International Council in 2008-2009, a Congressional fellowship from the American 
Political Science Association (APSA) in 1999-2000 and the Norman Robertson Research 
Fellowship at the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) in 1998-1999. 
She completed her PhD in Political Science at the University of Toronto and holds an MA and BA 
in Political Science from Université Laval. 
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Patrick Clark is a PhD student in the Department of Political Science at Carleton University. 
Patrick has travelled throughout Latin America and has conducted research on food politics in 
Ecuador and Venezuela. His current research interests include alternative food systems and 
public policy in Latin America. Specifically he is looking at the relationship of non-governmental 
certification schemes, such as Fair Trade, with government procurement. He completed his BA 
in Development Studies at Trent University and his MA in Global Governance at the Balsillie 
School of International Affairs, University of Waterloo. 
 
Joan DeBardeleben is a Chancellor’s Professor in the Institute of European, Russian, and 
Eurasian Studies at Carleton University. She is founder and Director of Carleton University’s EU 
Centre of Excellence, and the Centre for European Studies. She is also the Director of the 
Canada-Europe Transatlantic Dialogue (www.canada-europe-dialogue.ca, which is a major 
Canada-Europe research network funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 
Council of Canada. Prof. DeBardeleben has written extensively on Russian politics, the EU’s 
relations with its eastern neighbours (including Russia), and topics related to citizen 
participation and public opinion in both Russia and Eastern Europe. She has recently been a 
Visiting Researcher at the Mannheim Center for European Social Research (Germany) and at 
the Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik (Berlin). 
 
Jan Douwe van der Ploeg is the current chair of Transition Processes at Wageningen University. 
Formerly, he was the chair for Rural Sociology. Dr. van der Ploeg graduated as an agricultural 
engineer from Wageningen University. He has been a member of the Council for the Rural 
Areas for eight years. Recently, he published ‘The New Peasantries’ (2008). This was preceded 
by his book ‘The Virtual Farmer’ (2003). Jan Douwe van der Ploeg is actively involved in several 
farmers’ initiatives (the new ‘environmental cooperatives’ in the Netherlands) that try to go 
beyond the boundaries imposed by the reigning expert systems. He currently co-ordinates a 
European-wide program aiming to develop an overarching representation of rural development 
while accommodating the impressive diversity of Europe’s green regions.  
 
Maria Fonte is an Associate Professor of Agriculture Economics at the University of Naples 
Federico II, Italy. She also taught Rural Sociology at this institution. Her teaching and research 
topics include rural development, local food, innovation in agriculture, agro-biotechnology and 
property rights. She has been the coordinator for the ‘Local Food’ component of the EU 
research project CORASON (A Cognitive Approach to Rural Sustainable Development – the 
dynamic of expert and lay knowledge), which includes twelve participating European countries. 
She also cooperates with RIMISP in conducting Latin-American projects. Recent publications 
include: Naming Food After Places: Food Relocalisation and Knowledge Dynamics in Rural 
Development, eds. M. Fonte and Apostolos G. Papadopoulos (Ashgate); Knowledge, Food and 
Place: A way of producing, a way of knowing, Sociologia Ruralis vol.48 n.3, 2008, p.200-222. 
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Harriet Friedmann is a Professor of Sociology, Geography and Planning, and is affiliated with 
the Munk School of Global Affairs and with History and Philosophy of Science at the University 
of Toronto. She received a PhD in Sociology from Harvard University and held a postdoctoral 
fellowship in Economics at Cambridge University. Professor Friedmann has published and 
lectured widely on the policies and politics of food and agriculture. Her early publications 
focused on family farms in a global context, which led to an interdisciplinary perspective called 
“international food regimes” (in collaboration with Professor Philip McMichael of Cornell 
University) to guide research into historical phases of agri-food systems. She has been a Visiting 
Fellow at the Maison de Science de l’Homme (Paris), the Yale Centre for Agrarian Studies, the 
Havens Center at the University of Wisconsin, All Souls College Oxford, and the Polson Institute 
for Global Studies at Cornell University, among others. Most recent keynote addresses include 
the British Sociological Association and the launch of the Leverhulme Centre for Integrative 
Research on Agriculture and Health at the University of London. She served as a Review Editor 
for the UN-led International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Science and Technology, 
and on the Scientific Committee of the Observatoire des Agricultures du Monde, an 
international network based at Centre de coopération internationale en recherche 
agronomique pour le développement. Her present project is the Foodshed Project, which 
facilitates collaborative research by and for the vibrant community of food practice in southern 
Ontario. She is a member of the Toronto Food Policy Council which is a citizen council within 
the Toronto Department of Public Health. 
 
Karen Landman MCIP RPP is an Associate Professor in the School of Environmental Design and 
Rural Development at the University of Guelph. Her background is varied, and includes 
horticulture, landscape architecture, rural planning and cultural geography. Her current 
interests focus on the ‘greening’ of our environment, from the urban core, to the near-urban, 
to the rural landscape, with a particular eye on community engagement and collaboration 
opportunities. Karen has been involved in research on local food systems over the past eight 
years. A recent sabbatical offered opportunities to investigate the urban agriculture movement 
in North America. 
 
Jean-Frédéric Lemay is an anthropologist working on food systems, local development, and 
social economy. He is a researcher and president of the board in a small recently-founded NGO 
named GRADES (Groupe de recherche-action sur le développement et l'économie solidaire) and 
a consultant on program evaluation. He was formerly the main researcher at Équiterre, an 
environmental NGO. 
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Rod MacRae (PhD) is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Environmental Studies at York 
University in Toronto. A political ecologist, his teaching and research focuses on the transition 
to sustainable and health promoting food systems, with particular emphasis on Canadian food 
policy development. With many colleagues, he has written extensively on this subject in the 
popular and academic literature, with recent publications appearing in Agriculture and Human 
Values, the Journal of Sustainable Agriculture, Renewable Agriculture and Food Systems, 
Sustainability, and the Journal of Health and Environmental Nutrition. Prior to joining York 
University, he worked as a food policy analyst and consultant to all levels of government and 
numerous Canadian NGOs. He was the first Co-ordinator of the Toronto Food Policy Council. 
 
Terry Marsden is a Professor of Environmental Policy and Planning at the Cardiff School of City 
and Regional Planning. He has an internationally recognized academic reputation in the 
interdisciplinary social science fields of rural geography, rural sociology, environmental 
sociology, geography, and planning. He has published over 150 international journal articles, 
book chapters or books. These include 19 research monographs and edited collections. This 
body of work ranges from original theoretical fieldwork to empirical analysis and emerging 
policy impacts and analysis. It includes wide ranging work on: the socio-economic restructuring 
of agriculture; theorizations and empirical investigations of rural development; analysis of agri-
food chains and networks; and critical commentaries in the emerging fields of environmental 
sociology and environmental planning. The empirical work has extended from the UK, to 
Europe, Brazil, the Caribbean and now China. 

David McInnes is the President and Chief Operating Officer of the Canadian Agri-Food Policy 
Institute. He has previously held a number of executive positions at MDS Nordion, a major life 
sciences company. In the past, David also worked for the Canadian Bankers Association, the 
Bank of Nova Scotia, and the Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development 
Prospects for Canada. He has served as a director of the Greater Ottawa Chamber of Commerce 
(Second Vice-Chair), the Ottawa Life Sciences Council (Vice-Chair), the Ottawa Centre for 
Research and Innovation (OCRI) and the U.S.-based Council of Radionuclides and 
Radiopharmaceuticals. Along with published articles on consumer protection and self-
regulation, David published the book Taking It to the Hill: the Complete Guide to Appearing 
Before Parliamentary Committees (2nd edition, University of Ottawa Press, 2006). He has been 
an Associate with the University of Ottawa's Centre on Governance and is a graduate of the 
London School of Economics (Master of Science, Politics and Government) and Dalhousie 
University (B.A., Political Science). 
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Andrew J. Pocock (CMG) joined the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) in 1981. From 
1983 to 1986 he was the Second Secretary (Commercial) in Lagos. From 1986 to 1988, he was 
Head of Section in the Southern African Department in the FCO. From 1988 to 1992, he was 
First Secretary (Political) in the British Embassy in Washington, D.C. After returning to London 
for four years (including one on secondment to the Royal College of Defence Studies), he was 
posted to Canberra as Deputy High Commissioner from 1997-2001. He returned to the FCO as a 
Head of Department, before serving as High Commissioner in Dar es Salaam from 2003 to 2006; 
and as Ambassador in Harare from 2006 to 2009. He was Director for Africa in the FCO in 2010, 
before arriving in Ottawa in January 2011 as High Commissioner. 
 
Phil Rourke is Executive Director of the Centre for Trade Policy and Law (CTPL) at Carleton 
University/University of Ottawa and is responsible for all strategic management and 
operational issues. Within the Centre’s international programming, Phil specializes in trade-
related capacity building, particularly in helping to build sustainable think tanks and public-
private partnerships with universities and nongovernmental organizations. He also has 
considerable experience with the public policy dimensions of trade and economic issues, 
particularly through his international work with CTPL and his previous roles as research advisor 
to the Canadian House of Commons Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International 
Trade (SCFAIT) and the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs. Phil holds an MA from the 
Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University, and an MBA from 
Queen's University.    
 
Sarah Wakefield is an Associate Professor in the Department of Geography and Programme in 
Planning. Her current research explores policy responses to food insecurity in neighbourhoods 
and urban communities, and investigates urban and rural stakeholders’ perceptions of food 
system issues. Much of her research involves interdisciplinary and intersectoral partnerships 
with community organizations and health policy actors, in order to maximize the utility of her 
work as a tool for social and political change. Sarah also co-chairs the Community Food Security 
Stakeholders Committee of the City of Hamilton, Ontario. 


